
Film Literacy Project 2018: 

C and S and beyond





Where the Wild Things are



Screen Test
1)What conjunction was used in the first 
sentence we heard ? 
2)What is the diagram on the blackboard in 
the classroom scene ? 
3)What do the kissing couple have in their 
hands ? 
4)What does it say inside the O in Hope ? 
5)What punctuation mark is inside the O ?



Screen Test 2

6) Who directed the film ? – correct 
spelling please. 

7) What is the boy playing with in bed ? 
8) When was the film released ? 
9) Who is singing the song ? 
10) Name the song.



• What is it ? 
– Visual literacy is the ability to interpret, use, 

appreciate, and create images and video



Why?
• Motivates boys and girls acting as a stimulus for 

reading and writing 
• Develops inference skills 
• Encourages children to become confident 

readers and writers 
• Improves the quality of writing and increases 

attainment in reading and speaking and listening 
• Motivates reluctant writers and narrows the gap in 

gender differences





philipwebbliteracy.com

http://philipwebbliteracy.com
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Teaching Sequence



Accessing the teaching 
sequence.

tinyurl.com/teachingsequence 

File – Download as



Llanharan 
Primary School Blog

tinyurl.com/teachingsequenceblog

http://llanharanpsyr456.blogspot.co.uk/2016/06/intofilm-project-session-1.html
http://llanharanpsyr456.blogspot.co.uk/2016/06/intofilm-project-session-1.html
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Prediction



Sound On Vision Off

• Play until 1 min 28 seconds



Y5 Grammar



Adverbial Openers

• How - cautiously - speedily - suddenly - gently 

• When - early in the morning… later that day 

• Where - standing next to … entering the forest



- - -          - - - -         - - -         - - -        - - -
0:45



 
Sort the screenshots

Sort these screenshots

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B5l1YOVWePOwdlo0ZnZtQXRrckU
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What else do you know by the same 
author?

Is this a fact or an opinion?

Why did th
e author u

se…? (fi
gurative 

language)
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Pie Chart

4%

39%

22%

35%

Comp
Comp/vocab
Making Inference
LfE

KS2 Overall 2016 



2a 2b 2c 2d 2e 2f 2g 2h

Give/
explain 
the 
meaning 
of a word 
in context

Retrieve 
and 
record 
info’ / 
identify 
key 
details 
from F 
and NF

Summari-
se main 
ideas 
from 
more than 
one para’

Make 
inferenc-
es from 
the text / 
explain 
and 
justify 
inferenc-
es with 
evidence 
from the 
text

Predict 
what 
might 
happen 
from 
details 
stated 
and 
implied

Identify / 
explain 
how info’ / 
narrative 
content is 
related 
and 
contribut-
es to 
meaning 
as a 
whole

Identify / 
explain 
how 
meaning 
is 
enhance
d 
through 
choice of 
words 
and 
phrases

Make 
compari-
sons 
within a 
text



Comprehension Strand : recall

Why is … important in the story?
What did … do/ask?
Why did…?
What happened at…?
Where did… go?
Give one thing …
Describe…
What did you find out about…?



What is this book/story about?
Is this a fact or an opinion?
Give one reason …
Why does the author use…?
How does the last …(paragraph/
sentence/line) relate back to the 
beginning

Why has the information been 
presented in this way?

What word …?
What does the word … tell you 
about…?

What does … mean?
Which word tells you…?
In this sentence …………  means (give 
choices) 

Comprehension Strand: text structure and word meaning



Making Inferences Strand

Why do you think…?
How did…?
Why did …?
How do you know …?
Predict what might happen
Find and tell me (or copy) … that 
tells you …
How can you tell…?
Explain fully … referring to the text 



44%
36%

…of questions focussed on making inferences

…of questions focussed on character  
descriptions, thoughts actions and feelings

Y6 Sats 2017

3. Explore and teach character analysis skills
Interestingly, 44% of the questions were focussed on making inferences this year and it 
appears that 36% of the inference questions were focussed on character descriptions, 
actions, thoughts and feelings. This demonstrates the increased focus on fiction with two 
fiction texts and one non-fiction text represented.
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Find and Copy Short Sentence

Write down…Give two
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Punctuation and Grammar



from Y4 to Y5



What happens in the end?





Found the 
dead duck

Followed the 
footprints into the 
forest 

The fox 
jumped over 
her

Lost in the 
snow

Put the knife to the 
foxes throat

Awoke the 
next 
morning

Axis of Emotion

Reunited 
with her 
family





Axis of Emotion with Explain 
Everything



Linking Freeze Frames



Text Structure and Organisation



Write a sentence for each shot sequencing them - use time related adverbials and conjunctions.

Adverbial openers: 
When - As the sun rose… 
Where - Standing outside her simple home… 
How - Sadly, she looked at the lifeless body…

Write the Scene



Write a sentence for each shot sequencing them - use time related adverbials and conjunctions.

Coordinating conjunctions: 
and 
but 
or

Subordination conjunctions: 
when                     until 
if                            so that 
because 
then



Write a sentence for each shot sequencing them - use time related adverbials and conjunctions.

As the sun rose, she discovered the awful truth.She was used to the harshness of nature 
 but this was savage.



nestled














